Since 1880 Sunair® has been protecting
you from the sun and rain.
Now, we offer you the opportunity
and the satisfaction of creating
something unique.
A reflection of your personal style.

Our Louvered Pergolas are custom made to fit your space and can be mounted
to most walls, decks and patios or constructed as a free standing system. Our
louvered systems are covered by six patents, including water management
within the internal structure and downspouts hidden within the posts. For greater
protection, the OPERA and BRERA models can be configured with retractable
motorized roll down RASO screens. All models are available with optional RGB
multi colored or white LED lighting, fans, and heaters. Maximum size for a single
bay is 18’ wide x 22’11” projection. Couple multiple bays together with shared
post to cover for even larger spaces.
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SUNAIR® Awnings & Solar Screens
Jessup, MD & Phoenix, AZ
410-799-1145
www.sunairawnings.com
info@sunairawnings.com

LOUVERED ADJUSTABLE MOTORIZED
PERGOLA® STRUCTURES
For Your Home or Business
www.sunairawnings.com
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OPERA & VISION models have
adjustable louvered roofs with a
touch of the remote, louvers can be
positioned anywhere within their
140-degree range of motion for the
exact amount of sun protection or
ventilation desired. For rain protection
close the louvers and the rain will be
diverted through the integrated gutter
system. Once the rain ends, the
louvers move at your complete
command to allow for more shade
or sunshine. Our BRERA model also
allows the louvers to adjust to the
sun angle but are also fully retractable
for an alfresco dining experience.

Our motorized Louvered Pergolas are perfect for small to larger spaces, including restaurant cafés, hotels,
and residential backyard patio spaces. Louvered Pergolas are available in three models to best fit your
needs. They provide you with protection from sun, rain and cooler weather with a unique level of control
over nature. They combine style and function to create and enhance your outdoor living space.
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